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the iceaan inheritance is the most glaring admission about the european's attempt to dominate the
world through racism.there are a large number of books on this subject but the writers tend to hedge
on the subject by inferring that in spite of the atrocities and the racism brought to this world by the
caucasian race,they have given the world some order,some technology and arts and letters of
lasting benefit.what the authors of these books do not take into consideration is that in spite of the
contributions that benefit the world,europeans in their attempt at world domination created a
disastrous climate for the world's people. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.
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Notwithstanding his admission of the general scientific bankruptcy of the concept of race as it is
usually used, the author of this book accepts that humans can be more or less accurately
anthropologically grouped in a way that corresponds to race, based on prehistoric ancestry, and
posits that one such "race," Caucasoids, are unique in their aggressiveness due to their
Neanderthal ancestry. Bradley's thesis is that Neanderthal "psychobiological" adaptations to a
glacial environment underpin what he argues are unique levels of misogyny, racism, warmongering,
and perennially escalating, environmentally dangerous, technological "progress."I was biased
towards this book because of the outrageousness of it's thesis, but I was also somewhat
disappointed in both the quality and quantity of anthropological evidence. For example, the author's

argument for the evolution of Caucasoid misogyny rests in part on the millennia of mutual mistrust
between the sexes arising from extreme Neanderthal sexual dimorphism; males and females could
barely recognize one another as belonging to the same species. Part of this dimorphism is
established by reasoning from the large size of Neanderthal infant crania to the extremely rotund
Neanderthal female body that supposedly would have been necessary to survive birthing such
creatures; however, the author admits that only two such skulls, one badly damaged, had been
found at the time of writing. To his credit, the author admits that his entire argument is lacking in
conclusiveness early in the book.

Michael Bradley, as a member of the Caucasian race, has bravely stepped forward with a valuable
contribution to the analysis of Caucasian group behavior, or should I say misbehavior, toward
people of color. No matter what your political affiliation or race, anyone who engages in a discussion
of race relations is in reality examining why people who call themselves white have such a
seemingly inherent animosity to people classified as non-white. Mr. Bradley also asks why
Caucasian culture has an adversarial relationship to the planet Earth. It is a rare white person who
will even admit the existence of the global system of white supremacy, let alone one who will
acknowledge that the group mentality of his race is indeed the source of the racism, pollution, and
resource depletion that plague the world. As part of the system of white supremacy, whites have
developed an entire vocabulary (e.g. "affirmative action," "immigration reform," "civil rights," or
calling Egypt part of the "Middle East," thereby removing the nation from Africa) which allows them
to talk about race without mentioning any explicit racial terms. That way, anyone who speaks
candidly about the core of the race problem - white group behavior- can be accused by white people
of preaching anti-white racism. I'm sure some Eurocentric people who are only used to receiving
"information" that bolsters the white viewpoint will be shocked by some of the things Bradley says;
but Eurocentric people need to be shocked out of their extreme xenophobia. I don't neccesarily
agree with some of the conclusions the author reaches but I have to commend him for his honesty.
Other books that cover the same subject matter but, in my opinion, do a better job of analysis are:
The Isis Papers by Dr.

The White race, invades countries, steals land, steals resources, massacres indigenous (non-white)
people, rapes non-white men, women and children in mass, sells their own children (born out of
rape) into slavery, enslaves people simply for being non-white (no other reason is necessary),
castrates people, cuts off the fingers and ears of slaves for trying to read, slits the noses of slaves

as punish as well or just because they feel like it, stages slave orgies for their entertainment,
lynches and/or burns alive Black men, circulates postcards of white people posing around the
lynched and/or burned body of the Black man, makes an industry out of pornography, makes violent
films for over 100 hundred years, makes toy weapons of all kinds for their children to play with,
makes violent games for their children to play with, terrorizes Blacks with police violence, creates
countless terrorist organizations solely devoted to terrorizing non-white people, canonizes cinematic
killers (Leatherface, Freddy Kruger, Michael Myers), gives awards to actors for playing violent
psychopaths (Joe Pesci, Anthony Hopkins, Heath Ledger, Javier Bardem) and yet they claims Black
people are the violent ones who are responsible for all of society's problems. Mistreating non-whites
is the basis of white culture and defending what they've gained from their mistreatment of us is their
main priority in life. This book attempts to give some scientific analysis of their sadistic nature, but
does get to feeling like a text book after a while. I was hoping this book would have a more personal
touch and give the reader some idea how white people think, but there is very little of that. The
White race is a very secretive race and it's very hard to find works where they are actually being
honest about their racist thoughts and actions.
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